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MONDAY
DECEMBER 11

7.45 AM
Registration and welcoming of participants

8.00 AM
THEORETICAL SESSION
ENDOSCOPIC RESECTION: INDICATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
× Endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR)
× Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD)
× Full thickness resection (EFTR)
× Preparation, handling and evaluation of the resected specimen
× Prevention and treatment of complications
× Cryopharyngeal myotomy for Zenker’s diverticulum
× POEM for achalasia and other esophageal dyskinesia
× Gastric pyloromyotomy (G-POEM)
× Esophageal dilation and stenting
× Endotherapy of GERD

2.30 PM
EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY TRAINING ON LIVE TISSUE
× EMR and ESD: different tools and techniques
× Zenker
× POEM

6.00 PM
End of session

8.00 PM
Dinner in honor of the participants

11.00 AM
LIVE OR PRE-RECORDED OPERATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
× Endoscopic resections
× Dilation and stenting
× POEM
× GERD Endotherapy
× Zenker

1.00 PM
Lunch at the Institute

According to the French law “informatique et liberté”, you have the right to access and modify your personal data, which may be transmitted to other companies, associations or organizations.

YOU CAN REGISTER ONLINE FOR IRCAD COURSES AT
www.ircad.fr

OR USE THIS CODE FOR A FLASH REGISTRATION FOR THIS COURSE
TUESDAY
DECEMBER 12

7.45 AM
Evaluation of the previous day

8.00 AM
EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY TRAINING ON LIVE TISSUE
× EMR and ESD: different tools and techniques
× Zenker
× POEM

12.30 PM
Lunch at the Institute

1.30 PM
VIDEO CASES MARATHON
× Successful treatment of complications

CLOSING REMARKS

4.30 PM
End of the course
Delivery of certificate of attendance

This program may be subject to modifications.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
To provide the knowledge required to make progress in the field of gastrointestinal interventional endoscopy
×
To describe the technical steps which are used for advanced endoscopic procedures
×
To describe results and potential complications, and how to prevent them
×
To practice on live tissue in order to give participants the technical capacity to improve their expertise
×

EDUCATIONAL METHODS
Interactive theoretical and video sessions between Faculty and course participants
×
Live and pre-recorded operative demonstrations
×
Hands-on sessions in gastrointestinal interventional endoscopy on live tissue under expert tutorial
×
In case of unavailability, we shall make our best to reaccommodate you in a nearby hotel of equal standard.

CANCELLATION POLICY - REGISTRATION
Should you wish to cancel or postpone your registration, please notify us in writing by e-mail to cancellation@ircad.fr or by fax at +33 3 88 11 90 28.

Please note that no refund nor postponement will be considered for cancellation received less than 6 weeks before the course starts even if Visa application has been denied.

CANCELLATION POLICY - HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
Should you wish to cancel or change your hotel accommodation, please notify us in writing by e-mail to cancellation@ircad.fr or by fax at +33 3 88 11 90 28.

Please do not contact hotels directly.
- Cancellation received earlier than 10 days before the course starts is eligible for full hotel refund.
- Cancellation received later than 10 days before the course starts is eligible for hotel refund – minus one night deposit.

LES HARAS HOTEL****
Built in the 18th century, and renovated by the IRCAD with a contemporary flair true to the style of the compounds.

LOCATED 50 METERS AWAY FROM IRCAD
SPECIAL OFFER
REGISTER FOR THE COURSE AND BENEFIT FROM OUR HOTEL PACKAGE

SPECIAL OFFER
REGISTER FOR THE COURSE AND BENEFIT FROM OUR HOTEL PACKAGE
Interventional 
GI Endoscopy

2017 / ADVANCED COURSE
ENGLISH-SPEAKING COURSE / LIMITED TO 34 PARTICIPANTS

DEGREATION FORM

Dr./Prof. Family name ____________________________________________________________________________________
First name ________________________________________________________________________________________________
Professional address ____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Zip code ___________________________________________ City __________________________________________________
Country ____________________________________________ Phone _______________________________________________
Fax _________________________________________________ Mobile phone _______________________________________
E-mail __________________________________________________________________________________________________

DECEMBER 11 / 12

☐ REGISTRATION ONLY
Live or pre-recorded operative demonstrations
+ Theoretical sessions + Training on live tissue _____________________________________________________________ 1 930 €

☐ REGISTRATION WITH HOTEL / IRCAD PACKAGE
Preferential rate at Les Haras Hotel**** (opposite the IRCAD Institute)
2 nights, single room, breakfast and city tax included (check-in Dec. 10, check-out Dec. 12)
Live or pre-recorded operative demonstrations
+ Theoretical sessions + Training on live tissue _____________________________________________________________ 2 220 €

☐ ADDITIONAL NIGHT: December 12 ____________________________________________________________ 145 €
Deadline for hotel booking is 10 days before the course. After that point, IRCAD cannot guarantee
room availability. Bookings are made on a first-come, first-served basis.

PAYMENT
Please bill my credit card: ☐ VISA ☐ MC ☐ AMEX

☐ I accept the cancellation policies please see on the reverse side

☐ Please find enclosed a check* for (total amount):
*check made payable to “IRCAD” and addressed to:

IRCAD Hôpitaux Universitaires
BP 426 / F-67091 Strasbourg Cedex
Fax number: +33 3 88 11 90 28
THERE IS NO BETTER WAY TO LEARN:
IRCAD, 23 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE

FACULTY PANEL

TRAINING ON WWW.WEBSURG.COM
Web surg is a free access website dedicated to education in minimally invasive surgery and accessible in 7 languages (French, English, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese, Portuguese, Russian).

CME ACCREDITATION AND COURSE ENDORSEMENTS
IRCAD courses are accredited by the European Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (EACCME) to provide CME activity to European medical specialists in their home country. Every IRCAD course meets the criteria for the American Medical Association (AMA) Physician's Recognition Award (PRA) Category 1 Credit(s)™. Physicians may apply to convert EACCME credits into AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™.
IRCAD courses meet the guidelines established in the “SAGES Framework for Post-Residency Surgical Education and Training” and are endorsed by the Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons.
IRCAD has been accredited as a comprehensive Accredited Education Institute (AEI) by the American College of Surgeons (ACS).

In partnership with the European Association for Endoscopic Surgeons (EAES).